TENABLE SECURITY CENTER (TSC)
EXPERT COURSE
INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING

OVERVIEW
Participants in this premium two-day course will learn advanced operational and administration skills. Content for the instructor-led course includes deploying TSC in large and extremely large-scale environments, tuning TSC for maximum performance, using the TSC API with pyTenable, and importing TSC data into Tenable Lumin for Cyber Exposure risk analysis.

AUDIENCE
This course is suited for practitioners with 2-3 years of experience using TSC, who want to expand their knowledge of best practices and maximize the solution’s capabilities. It is recommended for those seeking to obtain TSC Expert Certification.

PREREQUISITES
Tenable highly recommends that all participants complete the instructor-led TSC Specialist Course from Tenable University before attending this course. Some knowledge and experience with Python is also recommended.

COURSE SYLLABUS
1. Class Introduction
2. Lab Environment
3. Introduction to Large-Scale Deployment
4. Asset Identification
5. Asset Responsibility
6. Troubleshooting Large-Scale Deployments
7. Performance Tuning
8. Ongoing Operations
9. Extremely Large Deployments
10. Ongoing Management of Extremely Large Deployments
11. Introduction to the API
12. Using the API
13. The Tenable Lumin Connector
14. Introduction to Tenable Lumin
15. Advanced Use of Tenable Lumin
16. Course Evaluation
17. Course Summary

For More Information: Please visit tenable.com
Contact Us: Please email us at sales@tenable.com or visit tenable.com/contact

KEY BENEFITS
• Hands-on Lab Environment
  Gain practical, real-world experience with Tenable® products in realistic scenarios
• Flexible Scheduling
  Live instructors teach courses remotely from multiple time zones to meet your availability requirements
• Knowledge You Can Use
  Gain deeper knowledge so you can better understand your risk and prioritize remediation of security issues in large, complex environments
• Prepare for Certification
  Excellent preparation for those seeking to obtain Tenable Security Center Expert Certification

This course does not include Technical Support assistance or troubleshooting of specific customer concerns.

For Technical Support assistance, please visit our online community at https://community.tenable.com or tenable.com/support.